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What is recyclable material mean to you? A
material or group of materials that can be
collected and sold or used for recycling. In other
words, it means that a material that would
otherwise become Municipal waste can be
collected and separated and on to the economic
mainstream in the form of raw materials or
usable products, however the waste of
household people industries and the other
sectors that material will be recycled and form
into a different new product or a new material
again for the use of household, industries or for
the people, material which is capable or has the
potential of being recycled again which would
otherwise to be processed or disposed of as
solid waste. Paper is one of the most recycled
materials as many different kinds of paper can
be recycled including cardboard, white
Computer paper, magazines, catalogs, white
paper, and phone books. Yes, of course, papers
are one of the most commonly used items in all
places or the overall world They allow us to take
you through a fun and eco-friendly activity on
how to make paper from old and used papers
and turn all those used scrap papers old
magazines, newspapers into recycling paper. 

Recycled paper is also used to make boxes for
dry fruits like cereals, pasta and other food
products, tissue products like toilet paper and
paper towels as well as newspapers,
magazines so once we used the paper in the
form of newspaper or in other some other form
and  again that paper again recycled into a new
newspaper or into a new paper boxes, toilet
paper etc. Do you know that the recycled paper
use saves resources and reduces the paper
industries impact on the planet. When it comes
to paper communication recycle paper is the
greenest option it uses less energy water
electricity and produces a lower carbon
emissions than manufacturing non recycle
paper. Besides paper they are many other
material that can be also recycled like plastic i.e
water bottles, tincans is one of the other
material that can be recycled into a new product
or material.

FACTS

1. More than 52 million 
tons of paper products
were recycled in 2018. 
That’s roughly the same weight
as almost 350,000 blue whales.

2. Recycling helps save energy. If
you recycle one glass bottle, it
saves enough energy to light a
100-watt bulb for four hours,
power a computer for 30 minutes,
or a television for 20 minutes.
 


